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Transmission 3:
From Earth Base Southern Hemisphere

Book 2 transmissions 3-7

      There are many things that have not been revealed to mankind, things that he has sought in his quest to find a place in 
this world and the worlds beyond. From mankind’s endless wars has come a desire for peace, though the secret sanctuaries 
of the spiritual worlds remain hidden. For centuries it appeared to human beings on Earth, that they were alone in the 
universe. People were told that they lived on their small planet in a vast and mysterious universe devoid of all life. In more 
recent times however, this has changed. The Earth scientists have sent forth signals into the vastness of space to look for 
sentient life but they have not understood, that civilizations with the technology to travel across space live on higher 
frequencies than Earth humans do. Human messages that are sent to them often get lost or unnoticed in the denser matter 
of space. Yet even in our own solar system, there is life in great abundance which usually, but not always, goes unnoticed in 
the limited human perception of reality; indeed animals comprehend many things that humans do not. If we want to 
communicate with other galactic civilizations we simply have to understand the keys to unlock the pathways to them. The 
term keys, could almost literally refer to musical keys. Musical sounds have a frequency and this is the key to other worlds.”  

“Greetings Earth people, my name is Hanta and this is my message:

     With the help of our friends, we have put these 
transmissions together and this is the background 
information to our quest. We are The Earth 
Tykes...Cara, Lima, Rio, La Paz and our special 
friend Hanta.

     “OK my name is Cara and in these transmissions, we shall begin with some notes from a lecture given by Hanta. 
Sometimes the talks given by Hanta are to people whilst they are sleeping, although they may not remember such a dream, 
they often awaken with some cool new ideas. So let us begin, over to Hanta.....”
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     “As the Oriental religions have always known, there are other galactic civilizations living on many different planets, 
but as I have already said, they live on different levels or frequencies than Earth people do. Each planet has its own 
frequency which is sometimes referred to as the music of the spheres. These spheres or planets, spin in space beyond 
the constraints of linear time and visible human perception. This basically means that some civilizations exist on a 
supra-physical level or simply a higher dimension.
     It is also significant to understand, that the heart beats of humans and living creatures on Earth are in tune with the 
sun in our solar system; in turn, our sun is in tune with our galactic centre, which again is impulsed from the centre of 
our universe. This universe is then communicated to, from the ultimate source of all life. What we can observe from 
this, is that the whole universe is evolved and conducted like an orchestra by a mighty being, which manifests to us 
here on Earth, as the sound and light. The Earth scientist Dr. Hans Jenny did some very interesting research into the 
influence of sound upon matter, for those who may be interested.”

Hanta

Now let us get on with our transmissions, we have much to tell.
     At the Earth planet meeting on the Jupiter moon Europa, there were amongst others, 
representatives from the Earth Tykes, Tibetans, North American natives, beings from the 
Galactic federation, Cetacean bipeds [whale and dolphin people], Aboriginals and Kogi 
Indians from South America. There were also mighty beings from the pure spiritual realms that 
appeared as light and energy and brought there on the universal sound current that gives life 
to all things. 

Important Meeting:

Hanta continued:
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Yes really!

Earth environment meeting from inside the Jupiter moon Europa
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     “Ever since we saw the ice receding on our sacred mountain in South America, we knew it was time for our mission to 
contact humanity on Earth. A message from our ancestors told us that Mother Earth would need our help at this time; we need 
to bring the Earth back into balance. We must try to alert those people in the cities that we call our younger brothers, we must 
help them to wake up. But to the politicians of the human world, we are just another primitive tribe, even though our knowledge 
and philosophy is far more advanced than anything they understand. What we really need is some help from someone with the 
technology to infiltrate the mass of people on Earth. We need someone who can communicate with the ordinary people and 
particularly the young, who will inherit the Earth with all its problems. We cannot force anyone to help us, nor would we wish 
to, but there are those amongst us today who are well placed to help this mission. Perhaps they know of whom we speak and 
are willing to come forward.” 

Message of the young Kogi Indian:

     OK this is Cara again: There was much confusion and a diversity of opinions at the Earth Summit meeting inside the Jupiter 
moon Europa. However, it was understood by all, that there were those on Earth who only wanted to profit from war and 
control of all the people. Therefore, the situation regarding communication from space people who wish to help the world, 
would have to be handled with the greatest of care. My mum was supposed to be at the meeting but she took too long getting 
ready to go, and missed the shuttle; however, my friend Lima’s Aunt, was there to take her place. 
     Regarding the Kogi Indians, who originally asked for a meeting such as this; the Kogi are a unique tribe living in the jungles 
of South America and they see themselves as the elder brothers of humanity. They remember what happened before the great 
floods of human religions and mythologies. The Kogi know of the divine plan to save Mother Earth and to help human beings 
live in freedom with dignity; this can only be done by sharing the worlds resources amongst the people and living creatures. 

The Kogi [next picture]

Cara
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From the Europa Earth Summit meeting, the young Kogi Indian speaks:
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     It was of course decided, that the little Earth Tyke people were well placed to carry the message of this meeting to the 
people of the Earth world, but which Earth Tykes would volunteer in an attempt to save Mother Earth? Aunt Lima, a relative of 
little Lima the Earth Tyke, was at the Galactic Earth summit meeting; she is an environmental activist and likes to be 
everywhere concerning these issues about planet Earth. Aunt Lima and Hanta had many things to discuss. Cara
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     Hanta told Aunt Lima that if the Earth Tykes are going to travel around the Earth on their mission they will need some 
kind of vehicle. They will need something that is both practical for space, air and water travel, and which does not attract 
too much attention. The Earth Tykes will also need to be introduced to portals for quick galactic travel. Hanta explained that 
a  space-marine would be excellent for the journeys in our physical universe and on Earth, Aunt Lima agreed. Hanta would 
ask the Galactic federation for such a ship. Cara
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Transmission 4:
Back on Earth

     I returned to Earth with Aunt Lima and the other Earth Tykes who had attended the 
meeting on Europa. We used one of the space portals favored by some of the galactic 
civilizations. I was determined to teach my young Earth Tyke friends, Cara, Rio, Lima and 
La Paz, about such portals. There was a portal by a freshwater lake in the centre of 
Antarctica. It looked like a cathedral sculpted in ice and crystal. I had arranged for a 
high-tech buggy to await for us on the journey back to Earth. Beneath the ice crystal 
portal, there was a secret tunnel that could take travelers to the South American continent 
within minutes in such a buggy. This kind of buggy vehicle was not influenced by physical 
inertia when it moved and could travel at great speed.

Hanta

Hanta
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     On my return to their secret garden I found my little Earth Tykes friends talking excitedly. They had just heard from Aunt 
Lima that there was a search for volunteers to carry out the mission to help Mother Earth. Hanta
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     After a brief discussion I was delighted to find that the four Earth Tykes, Cara, Rio, Lima and La Paz, had offered to take 
on the mission to contact the inhabitants of surface Earth, I knew I would be allowed to help them. 
     Incidentally, we say surface Earth, because the people of western world culture, are in for a huge surprise in the not too 
distant future. Buddhists and Hindus are already aware of the geography below the Earth’s mantle and the kingdom of 
Agartha through their ancient scriptures. I presented the Earth Tykes with the unique hi-tech buggy to continue their mission.

Hanta
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     “There is a great opening in the centre of Antarctica where the green forests fold into the inside of the Earth” Hanta told 
us. “It is on the edge of one of these forests that we shall find a portal to one of the many space colonies in this galaxy. We 
will get much information from the libraries on the Acartian station in our solar system.”  
     “But will we be able to breathe OK” Rio asked. 
     “A sensible question, but don’t worry, contrary to what most people believe, many moons and planets have a breathable 
atmosphere,” replied Hanta. 
     We were very excited and full of enthusiasm about our next journey. We all jumped into our new buggy for the secret 
tunnel drive to the centre of Antarctica. We would have to travel this way to avoid detection by soldiers from one of the 
many bases in the polar regions. Some countries who had bases there, did not welcome intruders to the icy continent.
     “I think a knowledge of Portals for space travel might be very useful. We shall be able to travel great distances in 
moments if we use this mode of transport,” said Hanta.

Transmission 5:
Europa This is La Paz to guide you through our next journey...This is La Paz to guide you through our next journey...

La Paz

     We were amazed at some of the travel features of the buggy Hanta had acquired for us. We began our journey through a 
system of caves leading to the inside of the Earth. There was a subterranean tunnel that would eventually take us to a terminal 
near the centre of Antarctica’s surface.
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La Paz

     After a few minutes driving through the underground tunnels in our hi tech car, we suddenly entered a matrix of 
swirling light, then within moments, we found ourselves near the ice cathedral portal at the centre of Antarctica.....And 
that was like wow! But nothing compared to our next trip into space.
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La Paz

     Hanta had told us that although the snows of Antarctica may blow around us, the temperatures would rise significantly on 
a warm breeze as we approached the centre of the continent. In our Earth Tyke education we had been told that there were 
great openings at the poles on most planets and that the Earth was no exception. We had never been to the poles before and 
we were very excited to be going there, then for a fabulous trip into space.
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La Paz

     After our arrival at the centre of Antarctica, we drove our buggy from the terminal cave to a launch bay 
beneath the Ice Cathedral portal. All around us there were forested slopes and there was a fresh water lake 
not far away. Earth surface people have been told that there is nothing but snow and ice at the centre of the 
poles, but that is not so. At the present in the Earth year of 2016, people are banned from going there or 
flying over these regions. These regions are also digitally removed from Google Earth. Hanta was already 
awaiting us when we arrived. He would help us prepare for the next stage of our journey. 
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Europa, a moon of Jupiter.....was full of surprises.
     In a blinding flash we arrived at the portal terminal on the Jupiter moon Europa where the galactic Earth summit had been 
held. This time however, Hanta took us to what looked like a sandy desert area. Here, there was an identical cathedral portal 
to the one on Antarctica. There were also great pyramid structures similar to the ones we had seen on Earth that were built 
in ancient times. La Paz
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     As we arrived at the portal terminal we had so many questions to ask Hanta. We could hardly believe what had just 
happened; going from South America to Antarctica was one thing, but traveling across space so quickly was something we 
never expected to experience ourselves. Hanta would answer our questions later, in his own way.

La Paz
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     Hanta had acquired a time travel simulator disguised as an old grandfather clock. Initially he was not 
sure whether to let us try it out, but reason prevailed, we had to learn to adapt for our mission so we must 
learn everything we could. The simulator device also came with a remote control and a bracelet. The 
bracelet enabled the one wearing it, to experience something similar to time and space travel without 
actually going anywhere. La Paz
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     Hanta explained that the time travel simulator was quite 
safe and that we could try it out whilst he was gone. He 
would return after speaking with members of the Galactic 
Federation; he wanted to borrow a spaceship from one of 
their pyramid facilities.  La Paz
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     “Real space time is bendy,” said Rio in a rasping voice whilst trying out the portal simulator Hanta had left with us. He 
was only joking around but poor Lima was quite concerned about him until she realised what was really happening. 
     Cara was trying to tune in to the Europa moon energy for creative inspiration to influence her new fashion designs. 
Meanwhile, I was running around enjoying the reduced gravity on Europa. You know, there’s loads of stuff going on in 
space, you Earth surface people don’t know what you are missing. La Paz
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     There was a sudden burst of energy and a flash of light in the sky above us. This was followed almost immediately by the 
sight of a strangely familiar looking space craft. 
     “Look everybody, it’s Hanta with our spaceship to take us home,” shouted Lima as she waved. La Paz
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     “What kind of steam-punk machine is that?” asked Rio, he was expecting something sleek, shiny and polished. Suddenly 
a voice came booming out from inside the space craft. It was Hanta, who quickly turned the volume lower as he spoke... 
     “To answer your question Master Rio, this is in fact, a state of the art multidimensional traveling ship known as a 
space-marine by your ancestors. It has been constructed this way, to avoid attracting too much attention during our mission 
on Earth. Old and familiar Earth technology is probably the best disguise.” La Paz
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     It was agreed that the spaceship looked like an exhibit welded together for a modern art gallery.
 “It will take us to the interior of your world to communicate with Mother Earth whom we know as Gaia,” said Hanta. “Well what 
are we waiting for, let’s get inside,” I suggested enthusiastically. “You can drive the buggy inside the loading bay at the rear,” 
said Hanta. La Paz
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     We found the interior of the space-marine very strange and Hanta asked us not to touch anything at first. “Antique, 
everything looks like old antiques from Earth. My good friend Nikola Tesla, whom you shall meet later, designed this 
space-marine specifically for our Earth mission,” explained Hanta. La Paz
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     In our new spaceship, the space-marine, Hanta took us to one of the interior bases of the Jupiter moon Europa, near to 
where the galactic Earth summit had taken place. It would be a good opportunity to visit the many libraries and in particular 
consult the Acartian records about how to deal with overpopulation, yet still have enough to share with everyone. Hanta told 
us about a Brazilian man called Arthur Berlet, who had visited the planet Acart on one of the Acartian ships. He learned many 
things about their world and his story has been recorded.

Transmission 6:
Space

OK Rio update:

Rio
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     Later, we made our way through the mantle of Europa and into its oceans that appeared frozen from the surface.  But 
beneath the frozen exterior there were ancient sunken cities from a time when life was abundant there. 
     Hanta told us that the oxygen comes from the moon’s centre which sustains life in the oceans, he also explained that some 
species had been brought from Earth to save them from extinction at the present time. We Earth Tykes know there are many 
ancient cities beneath the oceans of the Earth as well. We looked in wonder through the space-marine portholes, it made us 
happy to see some creatures we thought had become extinct upon the Earth. Someone somewhere cares, we thought. Rio
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     “There are literally hundreds of potentially classifiable planets in our solar system,” said Hanta, as we flew away from the 
moon Europa. Rio
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     “On reflection, it never ceases to amaze me how dark and lifeless the images of space are in the science fiction movies, 
when in reality, as the Hubble telescope has shown, behold! The universe is full of life and color.” At that moment a shutter 
on the space craft opened and then we could see out into the galaxy from our spaceship. Rio
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     “The planets, stars and Archangels converse with each other in a harmonious symphony across the vastness of space. 

There was a time when the people of Earth could hear and interpret some of these galactic conversations. In recent times 

however, humans have lost the art of listening in this way. The creation of new galaxies or the rise and fall of civilizations; 

the whole universe is conducted by an orchestra of sound and light. The sound frequencies that make the atoms and 

molecules dance, and the information carried and animated by the light of the creator. We may ask ourselves, who is the 

great conductor of all these things? Perhaps one answer is that there is love behind such harmony and evolution. We must 

try and share this love with all the creatures of our worlds,” said Hanta...

     We could not help but think about the destruction on planet Earth, it seemed as though there must be a great madness 
there upon the surface of our world. Rio
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     Our space-marine traveled through a portal used for solar system travel. We arrived back at the Earth within minutes. 
“This is one awesome ship,” declared La Paz as we approached the Earth. Rio
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     As we approached the Earth we saw several space craft leaving South America. “There are many higher civilizations 
watching the Earth with peaceful intentions. So called ‘Aliens’ with selfish agendas, have been asked to leave the Earth by 
the Galactic Federation and the Spiritual Hierarchies. In South America the governments are much more open about the 
existence of such space craft than in many other countries,” explained Hanta. 
     We could also see how much electricity was being used to light the big cities. Hanta told us that his friend Tesla had tried 
to solve the energy power problems of the world when he lived upon the Earth. Rio
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When we finally returned home the sun was rising for a new day and Hanta walked alone to ponder many things. Rio
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End of transmissions...

Lima

OK Lima here just to tell you about our next journey... 

 

Transmission 7:
The Big Sea People
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     In our search for help and information to save our planet, Hanta suggested that we travel to the inside of the Earth. We 
have prepared a series of transmissions following our incredible journey there. Here we were shown a high technology 
recycling plant and then off to meet Gaia, also known as Mother Earth; nothing could have prepared us for this encounter 
as you will see. From our meeting with Gaia, she directed us to speak with the Cetaceans, [whales and dolphins] who we 
call The Big Sea People. These ocean dwellers have incredible intelligence and extraterrestrial connections; they are 
seriously cool, we must try to help them too, all of us. See you on the next journey...



OK Lima here just to tell you about our next journey... 
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Introducing The Earth Tykes
Book 1 Book 3

The Big Sea People
Book 2

Adventures In Space

Book 4
The Secret Voyage

Earth Tykes Coloring Book 1:

Birth Signs

More transmissions coming soon!

Book 5

Tesla
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The Earth Tykes Review, [co�ee table reading arts magazine] download your free promo copy from 
earthtykes.com or paoloraphaelbooks.com.

earthtykes.com TheEarth Tykes Review
Can these little folks unlock the keys to saving our world?

earthtykes.com

Art and discussion. Paolo Raphael free arts magazine.

“We’ve been living 
far too long in black 

and white, now it’s 
time to start living 

in color...”
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